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-- FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE --

Saber joins new network awarded Australia’s space payload
qualification grant

17th June 2021 --

Sydney, Australia -- Australian space innovators and entrepreneurs will gain more
infrastructure to ensure space access, mission viability and success with the
establishment of a network of space payload qualification facilities.

Saber is joining a partner network led by a successful Australian National University
(ANU) bid for the Australian Space Agency Space Infrastructure Fund grant. ANU is
leading the program to create a national network for next generation flight test services
so spacecraft can survive high radiation environments.

The network also includes The Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation
(ANSTO), Nova Systems, The University of Wollongong, and Steritech. The grant, worth
$2.5M is awarded from the Space Infrastructure Fund from the Department of Industry,
Science, Energy and Resources and administered by the Australian Space Agency.

Saber Astronautics’ role is to integrate qualification with their space mission control
centre program, called the Responsive Space Operations Centre (RSOC). The RSOC will
link space weather and data infrastructure, supporting the new satellites that go to the
test facility to find appropriate space environment profiles for qualification testing. The
RSOC, also a recipient of an Australian Space Agency SIF grant last year, went live last
March and is preparing  for a range of new flight customers in the USA and Australia.

Dr Jason Held, CEO of Saber Astronautics noted the benefit the community gets by
joining ANU’s program, “This program, and the strength of the partnership, gives
exceptional benefit to the community. It links spacecraft testing directly with mission
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operations, closing the loop between a company’s mission plans and the conditions
they will experience before they even get off the ground. This is exactly the testing
facility Australia needs to produce the next generation of satellites that can survive in
space.”

The partner network will be supplying end-to-end payload testing services such as
internationally standardised radiation testing facilities and pyroshock testing
capabilities.

“This funding will help transform Australia into a world-leading space qualification
ecosystem with reach across the Indo-Pacific region.” said Professor Anna Moore,
Director of the ANU Institute for Space.

Saber’s RSOC program operates labs in the USA and Australia providing “follow-the-sun”
space mission operations and space traffic services.

Please stay up to date via our website https://saberastro.com, and follow us on social
media platforms Twitter (@SaberAstro), and Facebook (@SaberAstronautics).
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Please direct enquiries to:

Dr. Jason Held
Chief Executive Officer
+1-720-589-6086 (USA)
+61 433 178 740 (AU)
jheld@saberastro.com

Andreas Antoniades
Director (Australia)

+61 407 058 507
andreas.antoniades@saberastro.com

About Saber Astronautics

Saber Astronautics’ mission is the democratization of space, reducing
barriers to space flight, and making space as easy as driving a car.
Incorporated in 2008, Saber Astronautics provides space operations,
mission design services, and related software. Saber has R&D
laboratories and mission control centres in the USA and Australia,
being a trusted supplier to traditional space and government
customers as well as NewSpace entrants worldwide.

For more information, please visit www.saberastro.com
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